
 Testimony of Living Human Being and Witness

Terms and Conditions Statement / Testimony of Living Human Being / Witness /
Prima Facie Witness/ 

 All information submitted to the State is Vi Coactus V.C. (under duress) 

Everything I ever said, did, wrote, or written that incriminates me as legally
disabled and a cripple dependent on the State for the privilege of pittance 
survival income from the State is and always was Vi Coactus. a.k.a. “UNDER 
DURESS”

“COMPLEX POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER“ (CPTSD) is the disabling
condition / affliction that retroactively and preemptively supersedes and 
overarches all previous labels, diagnosis, stigmas, reports and other 
descriptors from doctors.  

Every alleged disabling condition/affliction imputed contrary to CPTSD by 
Doctors is null, void, and suspect of being egregious medical malpractice 
fraud with malicious intent, as some of those recommendations, treatments and 
demands of doctors demonstrably cause way more harm than good and exacerbate 
CPTSD.  

I AM the SSDI recipient, the prima facie living human witness to a 
lifetime of much disrespect from: 
• mamby pamby, gullible, duped and abusive family members and friends of 
family members(especially during childhood),
• doctors, especially culminating involuntary medical malpractice, 
abduction, 
and abuse of 1996 through 2001 especially
• and many political situations causing and 
disrespecting a condition of CPTSD, 

Many scholars of the subject of CPTSD make compelling cases, arguments, and 
proof for the overarching disabling condition being (CPTSD) and those who 
disagree with CPTSD being a unrespected causal factor of disabling conditions,
are quacks, frauds, tools, and utter sychophants for big pharma that more 
often than not creates customers not cures. 

Here is 1 basic introduction to CPTSD for reference

https://cptsdfoundation.org/2019/09/03/what-is-complex-post-traumatic-stress-
disorder-cptsd/

Given the overwhelming weight of sometimes undeserving authority and 
credibility
political doctors are granted to be judge, jury, executioner, and arbitrators 
who impute a stigma with a stroke of a pen, who wrongfully condemn who they 
allege diagnose as a disabling condition, in stark contrast to the tenants of 
the
United States Constitution (especially the 6th Amendment) 
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“Sixth Amendment

“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a 
speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district 
wherein the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have 
been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and 
cause of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; 
to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to 
have the assistance of counsel for his defense.“

and The Nuremberg Code.  

“text of the Nuremberg code” https://duckduckgo.com/?
t=lm&q=text+of+the+nuremberg+code&atb=v244-1&ia=web  LINK1 
https://www.fhi360.org/sites/all/libraries/webpages/fhi-retc2/Resources/
nuremburg_code.pdf LINK2 
https://www.ushmm.org/information/exhibitions/online-exhibitions/special-
focus/doctors-trial/nuremberg-code

 
And as was plainly put by “Jacqueline S.” to me  (800) 452-2147+

QUOTE: “Return the completed form(s) by October 7, 2021 If you do not 
return the form(s), we may decide the case based on information we already
have on file.  This means that we could find that you are not disabled 
based on our rules or that your disability has ended if you are already 
getting benefits”  - Jacqueline S.(unknown complete name)  (800) 452-2147
(866) 432-9178(FAX) 

The form I’m asked to fill out now for their contingency of their star chamber
committee decision of whether or not I am crippled enough to get the survival 
pittance, the elephant in the room Question: Does Jacqueline S. ever dare to 
offer me (the 1 and only prima facie living witness to “the disabling 
condition”) what information  “Disability Determination Services  “already has
on file”? or could “have on file”  or “might have on file” based on herself 
and her department’s “rules” that I should know about?  Are these forms even 
worth my time filling out by me again?   The world may never know the willy 
nilly nature of what might be another nanny state tool, nanny state rule, for 
a nanny state machine “just following orders” dangling another carrot trying 
to entice incrimination from someone it never bothered to know much of 
anything about from its secret star chamber committee(s).  

So once again, what cannot be repeated enough: everything said,  written, 
every response, and every form filled out for the State is Vi Coactus. 

Agreement to fill out the forms such as “ssa-454-bk Continuing Disability 
Report” and “SSA-3373 - Revised Function Report – Adult OMB: 0960-0681” and 
all other forms demanding reports and “showing the papers” describing medical 
conditions for privileges,  are all  survival responses to a difficult 
unethical pigeonhole situation  also known as “doublebind”, a.k.a. coerced 
limited difficult options,  a.k.a. dilemmas, a.k.a. or (“catch 22”) a.k.a. 
(proverbially “between a rock and a hard place”) Therefore everything is 
filled out V.C. Vi Coactus
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In other words, the limited options, “the doublebind situation” / V.C. now is 
a continuation of a situation that started a long, long time ago.  

As long as the game of The Nanny State’s predatory agenda forcing medical 
experimentation goes on:  

Myself and others in far worse situations are under duress with 2 options 

 #1 get the pittance livable income known as “disability benefits” or some
kind of “benefit” for submitting rehashed explanations, of “the disabling 
condition” after a legacy of quackery, to incriminate myself again as 
satisfactorily damaged according to the “rules” of “Disability 
Determination Services” or #2 risk fumbling afflicted with CPTSD trying to
“earn” a livable pittance wage bracing for the proverbial hammer of that 
pittance being above the “substantial gainful activity” income quota 
resulting SSDI and other “disability benefits” (such as emergency health 
insurance)  taken away.   

That is the nature of demands after disabling condition exacerbated by certain
State policies of medical malpractice. 

 As of now 11th of October 2021 and in the foreseeable future, 

• The critically massively conflicted worldwide political situation 
• along with the critically massively conflicted hostility between 

conflicted medical experts 
• along with the demands of those who want respect for basic human rights 

and those who agree with those conflicted findings of Coercion and 
Forced poisons, 

• and all the devastation to the world economy over differing perspectives
of covid19 

severely limited what remaining and diminished career opportunities were 
available to me between now and the last “Continuing Disability Review 
Report” / “Disability Determination Services” report. 

The worldwide highly conflicted covid19 response should give a clue of a 
pattern of untrustworthiness of politically powerful undeserving medical 
authority and a corrupt and broken system.  In the United States especially,  
the current revelations of corruption from 1 certain infamous individual known
as either 1 of if not “The Highest Paid Employee In The Entire  Federal 
Government.” Should be a big clue to the same kind of quacks and blindly 
obedient state tools pushing the same kind of tyranny.  

True and honest statement of every one at the mercy of a bully’s might since 
the dawn of time: 

All information submitted  Vi Coactus V.C. is (under Duress) 
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Vi Coactus (V.C.) everything I ever said,  wrote/written that incriminates
me as legally disabled and a cripple dependent on the State dangling 
carrots to receive pittance survival income or privileges from the State 
is and always was Vi Coactus. a.k.a. “UNDER DURESS”

Some blanket statement questions asked on form, especially the “yes or no” are
so utterly lacking in context,  dichotomous, biased,false dichotomy of 
politics.   and are so entirely open to interpretation that they are marked 
“unanswered deliberately” U.D. or “entirely depends on context” of the 
situation. 

MORE INFORMATION ON CPTSD THAT HAS SOME PERTINENCE TO LEGAL “DISABLING 
CONDITION”  

“Problems with involuntary psychiatric treatment”  
https://mindfreedom.org/kb/voices-for-choices/voices-for-choices-problems-
with-involuntary-psychiatric-treatment/

Great weight and affinity for the works of  Peter R. Breggin, MD 
https://breggin.com/  whose work documenting cruel psychiatric abuse is 
very comprehensive. A good documentary he participates in is called  (The 
Minds of Men - Official Documentary by Aaron & Melissa Dykes)  “Sadists 
with Agendas” by Peter Breggin is another good youtube 
documentary.https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=The+Minds+of+Men+-+Official+Documentary+by+Aaron+
%26+Melissa+Dykes

“Grooming Sexual Abuse” & other Search engine results DYOR (do your own 
research)  https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=grooming+sexual+abuse

"gregory bateson doublebind"  search engine results DYOR

“zimbardo stanford experiment” DYOR

https://www.simplypsychology.org/zimbardo.html

https://www.ted.com/talks/philip_zimbardo_the_psychology_of_evil/
transcript
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